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Abstract

This work focuses on the generation of tools to aid inspection and identify
buried plastic pipes in water supply systems (WSS). In our study we use
ground penetrating system (GPR) images as a non-destructive method of
obtaining information without altering the system conditions and the envi-
ronmental characteristics. A viability study for extracting features, and an
approach to the above-mentioned application based on multi-agent systems
are addressed in this paper. Firstly, we use intensive matrix manipulation
of the GPR output for preprocessing the images. As a result, two matrices
are produced that classify initial data based on the original radargram of
the wave amplitude parameter. Then the plastic pipe characteristics that
offer an enhanced likelihood of location are defined. This procedure is evalu-
ated through two case-studies. One study corresponds to a simple case (one
pipe) and the other corresponds to various pipes (made of different mate-
rials). Both cases were developed under controlled laboratory conditions.
The obtained results are promising, and we show that automatic plastic pipe
location has been achieved. The main contributions of the procedures pro-
posed in this work are: firstly, highly skilled GPR prospection operators
become unnecessary for plastic pipe location using GPR images; and sec-
ondly, we have opened a route to further classification that makes use of
other methodologies.
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1. Introduction

Pipes are one of the principal assets of a water supply system (WSS) and
can be divided into transmission mains, distribution mains, and services. A
variety of materials and technologies are used in the production of water sup-
ply pipes. The material of a particular pipe is closely related to the year of
installation and the diameter. For large transmission pipelines (with diam-
eters over 300 mm), steel, mild steel cement-lined (MSCL), or pre-stressed
concrete cylindrical pipes (PCCPs) are typically used. Older water distribu-
tion mains are usually made of cast iron or asbestos cement, while mainly
ductile iron, polyethylene (PE), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) are used for
newer mains [31]. Plastic pipes (PE and PVC pipes) are frequently used
in WSS, mainly in secondary networks (for service) and connections. Thus,
a detailed knowledge of the characteristics of plastic pipes is necessary to
achieve suitable control of a system. Many WSSs do not have information
about the installed pipes or any possible changes made (some WSSs do not
even have correct reference systems, or have just begun to implement refer-
ence systems). Taking into account network layout and pipe characteristics
(such as diameter, material, and aging) enables making decisions regarding
the technical management of WSS [4]. Managements may propose various
targets such as: identification of illegal connections; planning of supply sys-
tems; simulation and network operation; adequate operation of plumbing
systems; maintenance; rehabilitation and renewal of components; detection
and leak control; applications of graphical information systems (GIS); and
the evolution of pollutants in the networks.

There are several methods and techniques for inspecting and/or mapping
pipes in WSSs, and these may be classified as destructive and non-destructive
processes. Recent studies, such as several performed by the US Environmen-
tal Protection Agency (USEPA), underline the use of non-destructive tools
as methodologies favouring technical management of WSS instead of other
destructive testing methods [35]. The most commonly used non-destructive
methods include: acoustic emission (AE); eddy currents (EC); electromag-
netic methods (EM); impact-echo (IE); hammer sounding (HS); magnetic
flux (MF); sonar methods (SM); ultrasonic testing (UT); pulsed induction
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methods (PIM); magnetic locators (ML); resistivity methods (RM); radio
graphic testing (RT); pipeline inspection gauges (PIGs); and ground pene-
trating radar (GPR). The diversity of techniques shows that each has advan-
tages and disadvantages. For example, EC and EM are used for inspecting
metallic pipes, while AE and IE are used for concrete pipes [31]. PIM and RM
are useful for locating metallic objects. Moreover, GPR has shown greater
ability in detecting non-metallic pipes comparing with the above methods
[8, 34], as well as inspecting and mapping other types of buried objects such
as land mines [7] and archeologic vestiges [9], among others. However, even
though information retrieval by GPR is worthwhile, the huge volume of gen-
erated information and the interpretation of data usually require high levels
of skill and experience [35]. The principle behind GPR in detecting buried
pipes exploits the differences between the dielectric properties of pipes and
surrounding soil - and steel or cast iron pipes can be easily detected. How-
ever, if the pipe is made out of a material with dielectric properties close to
that of soil, then detection may be difficult [23], as is the case with plastic
pipes.

In this paper we work with GPR images, referencing ground profiles that
can be used later (under a suitable metric) to inspect and map pipes. Several
works have focused on the location of various metal components in GPR
images [9, 11, 15, 26, 33]. As computer technology has improved, there
have been increased efforts to develop tools based on intelligent systems.
Thus, we find proposals for automatic pipe location in GPR images using
neural networks [1, 12] and support vector machines (SVM) [29]. Pasolli
et al. [28] proposed heuristic methods based on genetic algorithms. All of
these works attempt to obtain clean images for locating objects through the
implementation of automatic location methods and using an image cleaning
process prior to the classification task [22, 27]. However, there is an increasing
use of plastic elements in WSSs and these interpretation methods need to be
adapted to this current situation.

This work proposes a tool for identifying and locating plastic pipes in
WSSs in GPR images. This methodology may be adapted for various pipe
materials (metal, concrete, etc.) and is based on multi-agent systems work-
ing on a transformed ground penetrating radar image. The methodology
was designed to be a reliable tool that does not require considerable expe-
rience and knowledge by users. The process is divided into three stages: a)
transformation of images, b) multi-agent process, and c) location. The first
stage transforms data obtained from GPR prospection into two types of im-
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ages termed by the authors: T14 and T15 matrices [2]. Secondly, we train
the agents, by extracting plastic pipe characteristics, to automatically locate
these pipes in the initial image.

The reminder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a
brief approach to GPR technology. This section also introduces a recently
presented methodology to transform the wave signal space into a suitable
framework for applying pipe location processes for GPR images. Section 3,
presents a multi-agent process for an authomatic location of plastic pipes on
GPR images. In Section 4 two instances of applications of a simple and a
more complicated case-study are presented. Sections 5 and 6 close the paper
describing some implementation issues and the main conclusions of the work,
respectively.

2. Transformation of GPR images

There are multiple factors influencing GPR images. Each of the factors
substantially alters the signal response to the passage though different ma-
terials. A comprehensive assessment of these factors produces a division into
two groups: a) uncontrolled factors, and b) controlled factors. The first group
includes environmental factors such as: topography; soil humidity; electro-
magnetic properties of the prospected medium (electrical conductivity, di-
electric permittivity, and magnetic permeability); medium within which the
electromagnetic wave propagates; depth of the pipes; etc. This group is not
considered in our study for the surrounding medium of the buried pipes, since
the test performed has been made under constant, uniform, and controlled
laboratory conditions. The second group includes such factors as sampling
conditions (GPR design, receiver performance, the employed antennas, etc.),
data collection, pre-visualisation, storage and post-processing. This work is
devoted to data post-processing, while other factors in this group remain
constant.

This section focuses on post-processing data from traces and its subse-
quent transformation into images. The underlying reason for performing this
task is to avoid noise sources generating new images when training intelligent
systems (the multi-agent systems discussed in Section 3) to efficiently locate
buried pipes.
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2.1. An approach to GPR
GPR is a non-invasive technique enabling buried objects to be detected

without altering the environment [25]. Prospection is based on the emission
of electromagnetic pulses from the surface which are propagated and reflected
by any discontinuities encountered underground. This technique can reveal
interfaces between the different materials, provided there is sufficient contrast
between the dielectric properties of the materials. The energy of the reflected
pulse is measured on the surface by receiving devices. The time needed for
the pulse to travel from the surface and return provides a measurement of
the depth of a reflector, given the positions of the source and receiver and
the propagation speed of the pulses in the soil type [30]. Thus, a compar-
ison between amplitudes of emitted and received pulses provides additional
information about the composition of the subsoil [14]. These signals, called
traces, are captured at fixed times and contain electromagnetic characteris-
tics of the traversed medium. The subsequent accumulation of traces leads
to what is known as radargrams, which are generally displayed using colour
or grey scales to generate images.

GPR is a technique that has the advantage of high resolution and the
ability to detect non-magnetic objects through environmental signals [5, 6].
However, as with all GPR investigations there are limitations depending on
the uncontrolled and controlled groups of factors, and other underground
structures in urban areas. For example, soil penetration depends on soil
type and antenna type. Soil moisture, as well as highly clay soils, will quickly
attenuate the radar signal and decrease performance (i.e. dry sandy soils are
best). High frequency antennas, in the order of 1 to 2 GHz, produce the best
resolution (i.e., can find small objects), but can only achieve penetration of
one to few meters. Low frequency antennas, in the order or 10 to 200 MHz,
can achieve penetration up to tens of meters, depending on soil conditions,
but may not be able to locate small objects or small diameter pipes [24, 21].
In addition, the use and interpretation of GPR data requires a high level
of skill and experience [35, 10]. As a consequence, these costly problems
have encouraged an increasing demand for the development of automated
subsurface mapping techniques that are both accurate and rapid [29]. Our
work is carried out with the objective of generating tools that do not require
high levels of experience to acquire good results. In addition, we expect that
this would be useful for the posterior implementation of an automatic system
for inspecting and/or mapping the subsoil. Such tools would enable a better
mapping of WSS components.
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2.2. Introduction to the transformation methodology

The transformation method used in the initial radargram (raw data) is
based on the wave amplitude parameter. The raw (matrix) data is taken
as input in the method and divided into ranges of values and rebuilt into
new matrices. This method gathers various characteristics of the sought
anomalies and produces clean images. The method builds the T14 and T15
matrices [3, 2] and comprises four phases: wave amplitude values (WAV)
classification; WAV extraction; WAV accumulation; and WAV rebuilding.
The matrices T14 and T15 constitute the output of the transformation and
may be visualised as images (see Section 3.2). The four transformation phases
are applied to each trace (column) of the radargram and are described next.

1. WAV classification. The captured wave amplitude values are separated
into matrices resulting from some applied partition norm (h = 1000, in
the next case-study). As a result, we obtain the so-called B(k) matrices,
where k = 1, . . . , K + 1, K being the maximum WAV in the raw data
matrix.

2. WAV extraction. The B(k) matrices are the inputs of this phase, and
the WAV are analysed taking into account their path. Thus, if the
paths are towards higher WAVs, they are extracted and classified into
so-called D matrices. Otherwise, if the paths are toward lower WAVs,
they are classified into so-called U matrices.
The process continues after WAV extraction. There are two possible
paths to be followed for each wave amplitude value, and these are
established by the upper part (D), and the lower part of the wave (D),
respectively. Similarly, we can obtain U and U regarding U matrices.

The WAV extraction from these matrices: D
(c)
, D(c), U

(c)
and, U (c),

represents the behavior assessment of each WAV profile. Where C =
{k : c+ 1 ≤ k < K} by D and D, and C = {k : c+ 1 ≤ k ≤ K} by U
and U .

3. WAV accumulation. Accumulating each of these c matrices D by sum-
ming them, we obtain the T3 matrix. By similar processes, T5, T9 and
T12 are obtained from D, U and U matrices, respectively.

4. Wave rebuilding. Finally, the sum of T3 with T5 and T9 with T12; gives
the T14 and T15 matrices, respectively. The values in the matrices T14
and T15 are complementary. These matrices only match in the valleys
and peaks. The values in these matrices represent the measurement of
every WAV amplitude.
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An instance of the transformation methodology for one trace is shown
in Figure 1.The figure shows, the k columns, consecutively ascending, that
compose the B matrix and the c columns for the D, D, U and U matrices.

Figure 1: The transformation methodology on a trace.

3. Automatic pipe location (multi-agent process)

After data transformation, we apply multi-agent methodologies to select
likely zones for locating PVC pipes in the modified GPR images. The pro-
posed multi-agent process is composed of a training phase and an automatic
location procedure (see Figure 2).

Firstly, we propose the type of agents to apply in this process. We then
iteratively assess its behaviour, extracting the best location of buried plastic
pipes. Finally, after applying this second stage, the process finishes with the
pipe location in the image. These processes are detailed below in this section.
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Figure 2: Automatic pipe location by multi-agent methods.

3.1. A brief introduction to multi-agent systems

A multi-agent system consists of a population of autonomous entities
(agents) situated in a shared structured framework (environment) [36]. The
system is based on such tools as game theory (e.g., setting the agent pref-
erences by a utility function), economics, and biology, as well as artificial
intelligence algorithms [32]. Other significant contributions of multi-agent
systems to WSS may be found in the works of Gianetti et al. [13] who used
agents to control the physical equipment of a water supply, or Izquierdo et
al. [17, 18, 19], working on different aspects of WSS management, such as
water-hammer control, or the establishment of criteria to divide the network
into district metered areas.

In a system representing some reality (an image in our case) agents may
be either exogenous or internal factors in the system. In the first case, agents
are disseminated within the system to assess their immediate environments
and make decisions about themselves, or their neighbouring agents, or their
environment. In the second case, we understand that it is a system composed
of subsystems at arbitrary nesting depths and achieving different levels of
abstraction. Given a fixed level, the individual components will be the agents
that decompose the whole system into different parts, and these are examined
in a decentralised manner. Often, this is more efficient than working directly
in some global approach.

Agents operate independently but they are also able to interact with their
environment and coordinate with other agents. This coordination may imply
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cooperation if the agent society works towards common objectives. Thus, in
a cooperative community, agents usually have individual capabilities which,
when combined, will lead to solving the entire problem. But cooperation
is not always possible and there are instances where agents are competitive
and have divergent goals. In this later case, the agent should also take into
account the actions of others. However, even if agents are able to act and
achieve their goals by themselves, it may be beneficial to partially cooper-
ate for a better performance, thereby forming coalitions. When coordinating
activities, either in a cooperative or a competitive environment, negotiation
may prove a suitable method to solve conflicts among agents. Negotiation
may be seen as the process of identifying interactions based on communica-
tion and reasoning regarding the state and intentions of other agents [16].

Once agents have been defined and their relationships established, a
schedule of combined actions defines processes occurring over time. These
instructions are given to hundreds or thousands of agents that operate in-
dependently by interacting with their environment and coordinating among
themselves. This coordination may imply cooperation (as in our case) if the
agent society works towards common goals. Thus, in a cooperative commu-
nity, agents usually have individual capabilities which, when combined, are
able to efficiently solve a problem.

3.2. Proposed multi-agent process

The PVC pipe location algorithm is described in Figure 3. This figure
shows that the process is based on images associated with the T14 (or T15)
matrices and is composed of three phases: a) roll-on; b) termite-eating; and
c) final detection.

Figure 3: Phases of the proposed multi-agent process.

In the problem considered, the agents run on images T14 (or T15). The
underlying rationale behind this process consists in cleaning zones where the
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presence of a pipe is less likely, taking into account that the whole image is
composed of blue and white pixels. Thus, we will discard areas where the
values of the colour distribution mean that the presence of a pipe is unlikely.
To establish this, let us consider the random variable X, which contains the
value of a pixel colour and we will look for a probability such as:

P
(∣∣μ−XObs

∣
∣ > XColor

)
<= tolα , (1)

where μ is the average colour in presence of a pipe, and Xobs is the average
colour observed in the area, and tolα is the error tolerance. If we fix tolα
we can obtain the critical values of XColor by proposing the maximum and
minimum values for deciding whether to erase, or not, each area under study.
Zones are discarded by agents of different breeds that can cooperate with
each other and their behaviour is based on Equation 1. The stages that
compose this process are described below (and the implementation is detailed
in Section 4):

1. Roll-on. A vertical array of agents covering the full height of the image
is first defined. Each covers a squared area and measures the condi-
tions to find a pipe. These agents move horizontally by scanning across
the image width. After scanning a square, an agent deletes the corre-
sponding sub-image if it corresponds to a zone where there is no pipe.
The area is deleted if there are many blue (or white) pixels inside each
inspected square.

2. Termite-eating. This first phase cannot distinguish where the pipes
are located because the agents are constrained to fixed start positions
and square dimensions. The creation of a new breed of agents will add
flexibility to this method. We call these agents termites. They start
randomly in a number of image pixels and their movements depend on
the pixel colour where they are placed. Taking into account that pipes
are blue coloured, the termites walk on blue pixels with care and go
faster on white pixels. When the termite position is blue, an evaluation
is carried out horizontally near the neighbouring pixels. This horizontal
area will be deleted (eaten by the termite) if either too many or too
few blue pixels are detected. This allows us to discriminate sets of
blue pixels organised in shapes other than horizontal lines (such as the
hyperbola shape in the image, which suggest the presence of a pipe).

3. The final detection phase is divided into various parts: firstly, we com-
pute the borders of the undeleted figures. These borders are coloured
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with a colour of greater value than the corresponding blue in the RGB
scale. Agents similar to those mentioned in phase 1 are then brought
into action. However, these agents now have more flexibility in their
movements, and cross along the image surface following random walks.
This final process stops after an adequate number of iterations (which
depends on the number of agents).

For the training stage, we propose a NetLogo interface [37] that gathers
the three multi-agent processes in Section 5. This application is customisable
using a simple menu (Figure 4). Users can interact with the process by
changing the default parameters (e.g., number of iterations on each phase
and the number of agents) and loading the file with their target image. The
proposed interface is implemented in the NetLogo platform and the developed
software is customisable by users. In this work, the interface was employed
iteratively, determining suitable agent characteristics to detect and locate
plastic pipes (PVC) in GPR images. Nevertheless, this interface may also
be used to locate pipes made from other materials (including metal and
concrete).

Figure 4: Proposed multi-agent interface.

Once a suitable agent-configuration is identified, we extract its behaviour
to automatically detect pipes in other GPR images. Now, the remaining blue
pixels (after the final detection phase) are coloured red, and a pipe is easily
visualised in the plausible zone of its location when this image is overlapped
with the T14 (or T15) initial image. The complete automatic procedure is
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the proposed multi-agent process.

4. Experimental study

The implementation viability of the multi-agent method proposed in Sec-
tion 3.2 is evaluated in this section. To do this, we test two case-studies: a) a
simple case; and b) a complex case. We used pipes commonly used in WSSs
in the tests. The pipes were buried under controlled conditions in dry soil.
The characteristics of the used pipes are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of the buried pipes used for testing.

Material Index Inner Diameter (mm) Outer Diameter (mm)
PVC PVC 100 110
Asbestos cement Fib 80 96
Cast Iron Fund 86 98

The equipment used for these prospects corresponds to a monostatic an-
tenna with a central frequency of 1.5 GHz. This indicates that it can be
considered a good choice for urban underground exploration. Indeed, in
this environment, the relevant structures (usually metallic or plastic pipes of
many different sections) are relatively close to the ground surface [12]. Both
cases are detailed below.
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4.1. Customising the multi-agent location process

To customise the automatic location process, the training stage proposes
the following configuration for the multi-agent process:

1. In the first roll-on phase, the T14 image is covered with eight square
agents that cross the image horizontally. While they are moving, the
agents test the possibility of finding a pipe in their current position.
These agents will delete the areas with low possibilities.

2. In the termite-eating phase, we generate 125 termites to check image
positions in their random walks. These new agents will discard (eat)
the horizontal blue stripes that are too large (more than 400 blue pixels)
or too small (less than 50 blue pixels) to be part of a pipe image. To
gain efficiency in their walks of 400 steps, the termites will move pixel
to pixel if their current position is a blue pixel (pipes are formed by
blue pixels), and jump ten pixels ahead if their position is white.

3. In the last final detection phase, we colour in purple (above blue in the
RGB scale) the borders of the remaining images. We then start the
process with four squared agents, as above, but moving randomly (200
iterations).

The customisation proposed is a consequence of the training stage where
we evaluate twenty different agent configurations on 40 T14 and 40 T15
images of PVC pipes (20 for the simple case, see Subsection 4.2; and 20 for
the more complex case, see Subsection 4.3). We select the best configuration
(eight roll-on agents that cross the image, 125 termites - 400 iterations - and
four square agents - 200 iterations). In more than 95% of the instances, the
process successfully locates the PVC pipes for the simple case (this number
diminishes in the complex case to 75%). The false positive percentage is
approximately 2% in the simple case and 10% in the more complex case.
The final image obtained with this multi-agent process should be just the
pipe (with maybe some noise around it). These pixels have been coloured in
red and placed over the original image.

4.2. Simple case

This first case corresponds to a PVC pipe prospection (see Table 1). The
proposed configuration for this case (Figure 6.a) was tested in a direction
that was transversal to the pipe.The obtained raw data matrix is shown in
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Figure 6: Simple case. This shows the correspondence of the result obtained to the schema
proposed.

greyscale (Figure 6.b). The results obtained, after applying the automatic
location method proposed in this paper, are shown in Figure 6.c.

In the raw data image (Figure 6.b),we notice that the contrast of the
borders of the PVC pipe are not strong enough to be seen immediately. This
effect is a result of the low contrast between the permittivity of the soil and
the buried pipe. This causes low colour intensity that prevents a clear PVC
pipe demarcation in the image (being almost invisible). Figure 6.c shows
the result after the application of the transformation methodology and the
automatic location process. In the image we can also see the formation of
a solid hyperbola (corresponding to the PVC pipe) that is only visible after
the T14 (or T15) transformation. This hyperbola is successfully selected
automatically.

4.3. Complex case

We prospected for three pipes in the more complex case. These pipes were
buried simultaneously (at different elevations and positions). This second test
attempts to obtain a better recreation of real-world street conditions, where
pipes are often buried closely together. Figure 7.a shows the pipe distribution
in the experimental tank and the raw image obtained by prospection (Figure
7.b). The methodology proposed in this paper was tested in this case. The
results are shown in Figure 7.c.

Figure 7.b suggests traces of different pipes in response to the GPR signal.
We can observe that the PVC pipe representation is similar to Figure 6.b with
little or no demarcation boundaries. The cast iron pipe shows the better
demarcation, while there are almost no traces of the asbestos cement pipe.
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Figure 7: Complex case. This shows the correspondence of the result obtained to the
schema proposed.

After obtaining this data, we made a transformation using the proposed
methodology. We then applied automatic plastic pipe location in the T14
image as shown in Figure 7.c (showing the hyperbolae of the three pipes).
The closeness between the pipe means there is an overlap for the majority
of the characteristics. This means it is more difficult to locate the pipes.
Nevertheless, by applying the multi-agent process proposed above, we can
discriminate the plastic pipe characteristics from the others.

5. Implementation issues

The algorithm have implemented on both Windows and Linux environ-
ments, using MatLabTM to carry out the above treatment of matrices and
the NetLogo platform as the multi-agent programming language. NetLogo
offers a flexible and powerful tool for the programmer as it runs on the Java
virtual machine and is similar to natural language in some ways (as we can
see in Table 2, with an excerpt of the algorithm code for phase 2).

The captured GPR data is stored in *.dzt files (GPR survey format). The
conversion of these files to Tab Delimited ASCII text format is performed
using RTOAW freeware. With the information in a text file, the calculation,
manipulation, and organisation are made in MatLab. The results of the
process are images that are printed using the RGB colour scale, and processed
with NetLogo, which, in turn, provides numerical and graphical output for
export to other programs for further analysis.
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Table 2: Looking-for-pipes excerpt within stage 2 of the working algorithm.

. . . to looking-for
ask termites with [ [pcolor] of patch-here > 90 ] [
set heading 270
let nearby [list pxcor pycor] of patches with [abs pxcor <= 80
and abs pycor <= 2]
set nblue count patches at-points nearby with [ pcolor >= 50 ]
if nblue > 400 [ ask patches at-points nearby [set pcolor white] ] fd 1
if nblue < 50 [ ask patches at-points nearby [set pcolor white] fd 1

] ] . . .

6. Conclusions

It is well-known that weakly reflective materials (PVC, PE) are difficult
to identify without pre-processing the raw GPR captured images. Plastic
pipes show weak values of wave amplitude after reflection, and reveal un-
defined contours along the boundaries. This paper introduces an automatic
pipe location method based on multi-agent systems. This takes advantage
of the quality offered by the T14 and T15 image representations. The de-
veloped methodology is efficient with regard to the computational resources
and accurate in its results (even in the challenging case of plastic pipes).
The application is carried out by a customisable and simple software envi-
ronment. It offers graphical and numerical results that could favour future
exchanges between different software sources and help WSS managers gain a
more accurate vision of their systems and so offer better service to users.

Finally, the proposed methodology to locate pipes in plastic pipe images
was effective in both the case-studies. The obtained results show the viabil-
ity of using multi-agent methods for locating (plastic) pipes in simple and
complex cases. We should highlight that the proposed location process is a
management tool that does not require user experience and can be used in
both mapping and inspecting WSS pipe systems.
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